
THE ASYLUM
HEX BREAKERS



Hex
noun: a magic spell; a curse
verb: cast a spell on; bewitch



The Concept
Paranormal investigators Nick LePore and Kameron Wilson conduct real-life, active investigations of 

individuals who believe they’re cursed. Putting their expertise to the test, Nick and Kam help rid 
their clients of the hex so they can get back to a normal life.



Why?
What makes this series stand out from the crowd? The talent! Nick and 
Kam are as unique a duo as you’ll find. They’re loud characters hailing 

from Boston (with thick accents). They are young, handsome, energetic, 
and most importantly, they are actively doing this as their profession.

Real people reach out to Nick and Kam on a daily basis for help. This 
pair have improved the lives of countless individuals across the country 
through their hard work and fearless conviction. This series chronicles 
their daily journeys to help those unfortunate people who have fallen 

under a paranormal curse. 



Format
Each episode, we see Nick and Kam undertaking one (or more) cases and breaking the hex by the episode’s end. This 

involves visiting haunted locations, meeting with the cursed individuals & their family/friends, diagnosing the situation, 
making an action plan, enacting a remedy, and removing the curse.



Cast
Nick & Kameron have been working together as a team since 2014. For the past 5 years, they’ve 

investigated dozens of haunted inns, restaurants, homes & even islands! From Massachusetts all the way to 
Arizona, the duo have experienced pretty much everything in the paranormal world – demonic hauntings, 

physical attacks (scratches), mysterious voices, apparition sightings, and even poltergeist activity. 



Nick LePore
Nick LePore, hailing from Boston, Massachusetts, grew up in a 
haunted home from birth until 12-years-old. As a child, Nick 
experienced tons of paranormal phenomenon—such as seeing 
shadow figures (apparitions), hearing voices when no one was 
home, and watching doors close on their own. These 
experiences left a mark on Nick and drew him to the subject of 
the paranormal at a young age. He began reading books, 
watching television shows, and eventually investigating claims 
for himself. At the age of 16, Nick conducted his first 
paranormal investigation – since then he’s been investigating all 
over New England, visiting some of the most haunted locations 
in the area. He’s also helped dozens of “cursed” individuals 
break free with the help of his partner, Kameron. 



Kameron Wilson
Kameron Wilson, born in Methuen, Massachusetts, also had 
paranormal experiences as a child. He vividly remembers 
seeing his deceased grandfather in his home. Unlike Nick, 
Kameron forgot about his paranormal experiences until 
college when he and his fraternity brothers conducted 
paranormal investigations around his haunted campus. From 
there, Kameron began to hone in on his spiritual techniques. 
He learned how to read auras, “walk-the-dead,” and tune in 
to his part-medium abilities. Kameron has been investigating 
the paranormal actively for 10+ years now. 





Real Emails from Clients



Real Emails from Clients



VIDEO LINKS:
Sleeping with Spirits: Trailer
Sleeping with Spirits: Episode 1
Sleeping with Spirits: Episode 2




